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Bakground and motivationNowadays the researh for nanostrutured materials is a natural onsequene of teh-nologial evolution. In fat, unexpeted material properties arising from the partilesredution down to the nanometer sale allows a ompletely di�erent approah into awide set of appliations.Carbon allotropes like diamond and nanotubes (CNTs), despite having di�erent arbon-arbon bonds, are the toughest and strongest materials, respetively. The exeptionalproperties of arbon nanotubes suh as high tensile strength, exellent radial elastideformability and extreme toughness have paved way for their use in next generationomposite materials.Furthermore, CNTs are used for di�erent appliations due to their exoti eletroniand mehanial properties, among whih the semiondutor/metalli behaviour or theextreme elasti modulus.At the same time diamond is also distinguished by its extreme hardness, high ther-mal ondutivity, low thermal expansion and self-frition oe�ients. More reently aspeial lass of diamond struture at the nanosale has been disovered: this material isoften alled 'ultra-nanorystalline' diamond with harateristi size of the basi diamondonstituents enompassing the range of just few nanometers.Partiles with typial sizes of 4-5 nm, often alled in the literature �ultradisperseddiamond� (UDD) or �detonation nanodiamond� (DND), were produed by detonation ofarbon-ontaining explosives in the URSS in the 1960s. But nowadays this material hasgained a world-wide attention due to its inexpensive large sale synthesis based on thedetonation, small primary partile size (few nanometers) with narrow size distribution,surfae funtionalization inluding bioonjugation, as well as high bioompatibility.Among the several appliations of this novel material, it should be mentioned its usein pretreatment proesses of substrates in the diamond synthesis by Chemial VaporDeposition (CVD). In fat the quality of polyrystalline diamond �lms depends stronglyon the initial nuleation density ('seeding' ) and subsequently on the size and distributionvi



Bakground and motivationof the seeds. So nanodiamond partiles represent an exellent ideal seeding solution tothe thinking of many researhers.The ability to produe diamond speimens with omplex three-dimensional shapes isat present a very hallenging requirement of any diamond-based tehnology. In a �rstpart of this thesis work, results obtained by using aqueous nanodiamond olloids to pro-due 'shaped' polyrystalline diamond �lms with modi�ed hot �lament CVD apparatus(Patent M. L. Terranova, M. Rossi, V. Sessa, S. Piirillo MI98A001159 extended toPCT/E999/0347) are reported and disussed. This study is a part of ongoing e�ort toimprove the seeding tehnique, with the fous on the seeding solution itself.It is well-known that CVD-produed diamond materials span a ontinuum in grainsizes, morphologies, defet strutures and onentrations. As a onsequene their prop-erties hange from high quality, as in the ase of nearly perfet single rystals, to poly-rystalline materials where the grain size an vary ontinuously from barely displayingevidene of rystallinity to mm-sized grains [1℄.In this ontest, with the aim to produe diamond �lms with improved quality and prop-erties, we have exploited the experimental parameters normally used for onventionalCVD diamond growth in the synthesis of polyrystalline diamond �lms onto an innova-tive substrate onstituted by a superonduting material like niobium nitride (NbN).The foal poin has been the study of the atalyti e�et indued by NbN during theCVD growth ompared to the most used Si. Furthermore a patterned substrate ('multi-�nger devie') has been also used for the diamond growth in order to study the possibilityof produing diamond-based devie at the mirometri sale. The strutural and mor-phologial properties of the prepared samples have been haraterized and disussed inthe �rst part of this work.More reently, an important task is represented by the study of the bene�ts obtainedby the integration of di�erent nanosized arbon forms for the realization of novel hybridCsp2-Csp3 systems.These systems, omposed by CNT and diamond, an be expeted to have unique me-hanial properties, exellent eletrial and thermal ondutivities and �eld emissionharateristis omparable to or better than pure diamond and CNTs.Diamond/CNT hybrids may thus �nd appliations in various �elds suh as wear-resistant oatings, thermal management of integrated iruits (ICs), �eld emission de-vies and eletrial �eld shielding in MEMS and miroeletronis [2℄.As onsequene, more researh in this �eld is mandatory in what onerns the synthesisvii



Bakground and motivationitself and also the properties haraterization of this new lass of materials.In literature there are several works involving the integration of these two arbon forms,as for example the phase transformation of CNTs into diamond [3℄ and the growth ofnanosized diamond on CNTs [4℄.Other reent studies have been done onerning the de�nition of the proessing pa-rameter window for the simultaneous growth of these two materials [5℄. For exampleusing the typial growth onditions for diamond by hot �lament CVD (HFCVD), Yanget al. [5℄ grew simultaneously, yet separately, CNTs and diamond. The �rst ones weredeposited on a substrate region oated with a nikel atalyst whereas the seond in apreviously diamond powder srathed zone. However, a real onnetion between the twoforms ould not be observed.Starting from this researh, an important part of the thesis work was foused on one-step synthesis, by means of a Chemial Vapor Deposition Tehnique, of CNTs/nanodiamondsystems and their strutural, morphologial and funtional haraterizations.In a previous work [4℄, our group employing a modi�ed HFCVD set-up apable ofdelivering nanoarbon partiles to the reation region, used Si samples pre-oated withsubmiron Fe lusters to obtain nanorystalline diamond oated bundles of CNTs. In thisstudy we exploit the experimental parameters usually optimized for CNTs or diamondgrowth by following a new synthesis proess.In this ontest we have explored another preparation route of hybrid CNT/nanodiamondstrutures, suitable to be saled up and adapted to the requirements of eletroni in-dustries. The preparation of deposits formed by CNT arrays oated by nanodiamondgrains, using an one step hemial vapour deposition approah, has been optimized andthe results obtained are presented and disussed.
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1 DiamondDiamonds were prized for their sarity for enturies, and they remain a symbol ofwealth and prestige to this day. Apart from their appeal as gemstones, diamonds haveremarkable physial properties.Diamond is the most appealing allotrope of arbon. It is formed by sp3, tetrahedrallybonded arbon atoms, so that, in its most ommon rystalline struture, a sphalerite -like rystalline struture is formed. A glane at any handbook of material data propertieswill prove that diamond is almost always the biggest and the best.

Figure 1.1: Crystal struture of ubi diamondAmong other properties, diamond is the hardest known material, it has the highestthermal ondutivity at RT, it is transparent over a very wide wavelength range, it isthe sti�est material and the least ompressible and it is inert to most hemial reagents.With suh a wide range of exeptional properties, it is not surprising that diamond hassometimes been referred to as the ultimate engineering materials. The most importantproperties are the following:
• Extreme mehanial hardness (a. 90 GPa) and wear resistane1



1. Diamond
• Highest bulk modulus (1.2 · 1012N · m−2)
• Lowest ompressibility (8.3 · 10−13 m2N−1)
• Highest r.t. thermal ondutivity (2 · 103W m−1K−1)
• Very low thermal expansion oe�ient at RT (1 · 10−6K)
• Broad optial frequeny from far UV to far IR
• Highest sound propagation veloity (17.5 Km/s)
• High eletrial resistane (RT resistivity a. 1013 Ωm)
• Very resistant to hemial orrosion
• Biologially ompatibleUnfortunately, in the past it has proved very di�ult to exploit these properties, dueboth to the ost and sarity of large natural diamonds, and the fat that diamond wasonly available in the form of stones or grit.In the early 1990s, the rapid progress in this �eld leads to speulation that diamondwould beome the next-generation ideal semiondutor and spark a new �diamond age�for eletronis and mehanial omponents.

Figure 1.2: Polirystalline diamond based diskIn partiular, about the eletroni properties of diamond the sienti� ommunityusually de�nes this arbon allotrope as an eletrial insulator or, depending on the point2



1. Diamondof view, a wide bandgap semiondutor. In a bulk, single rystal, pure diamond, theondution band minimum is about 5.5 eV apart from the valene band maximum.The energy di�erene between the vauum level and the ondution band minimum isalled the eletron a�nity and labelled as χ: it has been shown that pure diamond hasan eletron a�nity of about 0.4eV while a hydrogen terminated diamond may have anegative eletron a�nity (NEA) [6℄. It means that if an eletron reahed the ondutionband minimum, it would be emitted without overoming a barrier (ballisti emission).For a diamond �lm synthesized by Hot Filament Chemial Vapor Deposition (HFCVD),the surfae will automatially be terminated with hydrogen. Cui et al. attributed theNEA to the surfae dipole formed by C− - H+ bond at the surfae [7℄. The length ofthe dipole was estimated to be 1.1 Å [7℄ and an eletron will see a potential drop in thedipole layer as large as 1.65 eV, whih is equivalent -aording to Cui, who attributes toNEA for (111) surfae the value -1.27 eV- to the hange in χ.The idea of getting diamond more ondutive has always been an appealing task:both p-type and n-type doping have been perseuted. P-type doped diamond oursnaturally, being supplied by a ertain quantity of boron atoms. Its poor abundaneand reproduibility in eletroni properties make it unused for the desired -eletroni,optoeletroni- appliations.

Figure 1.3: Eletrially ondutive polyrystalline CVD diamond platesDiamond an be doped arti�ially by ion implantation but a further annealing step isneeded to remove the strutural damages due to the ion beam. Moreover, graphitizationand amorphization may our, what make the tehnique of relative usefulness.CVD tehnique, where B-ontaining preursors or B2H6 are usually added to thegaseous mixture in the reator, has proved so suitable for doping diamond that it is3



1. Diamondnowadays of industrial appliation. However, it has been shown experimentally thatthe bandgap of intrinsi diamond begins to derease with a onentration of B atomslarger than 1019atoms/m3 [8℄. For B onentration larger than 1020atoms/m3 diamondshows a semimetal behaviour with a resistivity of 0.001Ω/m (high doping levels are tobe avoided if one needs a ertain degree of rystallinity)[8℄.N-type doping diamond is a more hallenging task than p-type doping. The preseneof a donor level near the ondution band minimum would make emission -whether �eld-indued or photostimulated- muh easier; moreover, the availability of n-type diamondwould pave the way to the realization of p-n juntions and therefore of a number ofeletroni devies.The searh for donors must involve atoms with the right features to �t in the diamondlattie; they are the alkaline metals suh as Li and Na whih an oupy interstitial sites,whereas V-group and VI group elements are destined to substitutional sites. Amongthese, the only guest atom whih, so far, has given lear proof of doping diamond is P,inserted by the use of P-ontaining moleules (PH3) in the CVD synthesis [9, 10℄.Last but not least, strutural defets suh as vaanies, impurities (the most ommonof whih is onstituted by H), grain boundaries, sp2 hybridized C atoms may lead tothe formation of defet-indued bands endowed with a donor harater: they may beresponsible of eletron hopping proesses whih generally enhane ondutivity. This isthe reason why, when studying the eletron transport in a nominally doped diamond, itis really di�ult to separate the donor ontribution from the defet ontribution.
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1. Diamond1.1 Detonation Nanorystalline DiamondNowadays materials sientists have at their disposal a onvenient nanoarbon buildingblok for further progress in nanotehnology. As shown in the previous paragraph,the appeal of diamond originates from two aspets: �rst, this material is inomparableamong other semiondutor materials in the magnitude of its saturated arrier driftveloity in strong eletri �elds and the possibility of working at high temperaturesand in orrosive media. Seond, reent progress in CVD tehnologies has opened upreal prospets in the prodution of diamond �lms with parameters approahing therequirements imposed by modern semiondutor eletronis.Thanks to the remarkable features both in the struture and in the physiohemialproperties of detonation nanodiamond (DND), this new kind of arbon ould be on-sidered as a spei� nanoarbon material with a large and inreasing popularity withrespet to the family of nanoarbon lusters, fullerenes, nanotubes, nanographite andonions [11℄.More than 40 years ago, researhers in the USSR found that diamond nanopartileswere formed as a produt of the detonation of arbon-based explosives [12℄. For severalreasons, inluding the on�dential military serets in plae in the USSR and a lak ofindustrial interest in nanotehnology at the time, the appliation of this nanodiamond(ND) remained unreported and under-exploited until very reently.At the moment, the reent progress in the nanotehnologies has produed more interestin nanodiamond, as it ould be onsidered an elementary building blok in the frame ofarbon tehnologies.The term nanodiamond (ND) refers, generally speaking, to several objets, namelynanodiamond rystals found embedded in meteorites, rystalline grains in polyrystallinediamond �lms and also as powders and suspensions prepared by detonation synthesis.The synthesis onsist of a detonation in sealed stainless steel hamber in the abseneof oxygen ontaining arbonaeous preursors (usually a 40/60 to 70/30 TNT/hexogenmixture)[13℄.The pressures and temperatures reahed at the shok wave front (P ∼ 20�30 GPa, T ∼3000�4000 Kelvin) are in the region of thermal stability of the diamond (if we onsiderthe phase diagram of arbon �g 1.4).
5



1. Diamond

Figure 1.4: Phase diagram for arbon (adapted from [13℄). i) Rapid derease in P at highT lead to diamond-to-graphite transition. ii) Rapid ooling ensures diamondas the most stable phaseGenerally, the detonation-assisted deomposition ours in a non-oxidizing environ-ment but the kinetis of the proess is the predominant fator in the rystallization ofthe grains. Beause of the P�T parameters, the synthesis passes through the region ofkineti diamond instability but after the detonation of the explosives, the temperatureand pressure drop rapidly, falling in the region where diamond is thermodynamiallyunstable.Theoretial alulations show that onditions for diamond stability during this proessare only retained for a very short time (sub-miroseond) and are losely followed byonditions where graphite is the more stable phase.To obtain diamond, it is therefore important to ontrol the rate at whih the systemools, i.e. faster ooling at relatively high pressure results in a higher diamond yield.In fat if the temperature is still high enough to sustain a high mobility of the arbonatoms, the diamond�graphite reverse transition will be more probable than in the asewhere the transition to the region of thermodynami stability of graphite takes plae.As onsequene of this relationship between the rates of ooling and pressure drop,the as-synthesized material is haraterized by the formation of C sp2 as a thin oatingonto the surfae of diamond grains or as aggregates in the detonation arbon [14, 15℄,as illustrated in Fig. 1.5.
6



1. Diamond

Figure 1.5: Shemati of a tentative model for a struture of 5 nm detonation ND(adapted from [15℄. The �gure is not drawn to sale)After the synthesis proess, several puri�ation steps by means of mehanial andhemial methods are arried out on the material produed.In partiular aid puri�ation at high temperatures is onsidered to be the best ap-proah beause it is able to remove most impurities, dissolving the metals and oxidizingat the same time the non-diamond arbon. Often the impurities present on the surfaeof the nanometri grains are funtional groups and these are di�ult to remove by wethemistry.Moreover, beause of the high surfae energy, the ultra nanometri material usuallyis inlined to form some agglomerates that ranges from few nanometres to one mironin size. In fat, this is the ase of the suspension and the oalesene is the diretonsequene of the high surfae energy of the nanosized partiles.Under these harateristis, the haraterization of nanodiamond partiles is arriedout with the aim to understand the average size of the nanodiamond lusters, the Csp2/sp3 ratio and the presene of impurities both in the diamond ore and on the surfaeof the partiles.Nowadays, the sienti� ommunity involved in the study of this material had reahedsome important informations, as the rystal struture of the internal ore of the partiles,i.e. the real diamond lattie, and that eah nanodiamond partile is oated by a shellonstituted of di�erent sp hybridized atoms.At this aim, the typial diamond properties, i.e. the hardness, hemial stability, widebandgap, the narrow size distribution of nanodiamond grains entred at 4�5 nm andthe possibility to funtionalize the surfae, suggest the use of this material in several
7



1. Diamondappliation �elds whih range from mehanial appliations to eletroni ones, as �eldemitters [16℄.Among these NDs have already shown that they ould be used as ideal material in theseeding proess usually used to produe diamond �lms by means of CVD tehniques. Inpartiular it should be stressed that the key step in the CVD tehnology of this kind ofgrowth is the reation of a high onentration of diamond nulei onto the substrate andalso the inrease of the nuleation rate during the synthesis.Moreover the use of NDs for CVD tehnology an strongly in�uene the roughness ofthe surfaes of the as-produed �lms, induing a derease of roughness down to 1�3%and bringing to the development of a �lm growth tehnology on substrates whih do nothave any hemial a�nity to arbon.Finally the rih surfae hemistry of ND, the absene of toxi impurities and small sizemake nanodiamonds a very onvenient objet for biomedial appliations. Creation ofspei� surfae sites on NDs for seletive moleular attahment is onsidered a promisingapproah for their appliations in nanofabriation, self-assembly,nanosensors, bioprobes,drug delivery, pigments, and so on.

8



1. Diamond1.2 HFCVD diamond synthesisAlthough the standard enthalpies of diamond and graphite only di�er by 2.9 kJ/mol, it iswidely known that at room temperature and pressure a large ativation barrier preventsinteronversion between the two forms. Therefore, in order to synthesize diamond,researhers tried to look for the needed onditions where diamond is the more stablephase.The knowledge of the onditions under whih natural diamond is formed deep under-ground suggested that diamond ould be synthesized by heating arbon under extremepressures: as a onsequene the so alled high-pressure-high-temperature (HPHT) teh-nique gained role.This method produes single rystals ranging in size from nanometres to millimetresbut what is required by most potential appliations aiming to exploit the superlativediamond properties is often a thin �lm.Rather than trying to dupliate nature's method to reate it, diamond ould oneiv-ably be produed if arbon atoms ould be added one-at-a-time to an initial template, insuh a way that a tetrahedrally bonded arbon network results. The idea of the thermaldeomposition of arbon ontaining gases under redued pressures paved the way to theommon Hot Filament Chemial Vapor Deposition tehnique (see �g 1.6).

Figure 1.6: Sheme of the experimental set-up used in the HFCVD9



1. DiamondBy means of the only thermal deomposition, the growth onto the surfae of a naturaldiamond rystal ours, but the growth rate is really low, sine graphite is o-depositedwith diamond. A breakthrough ame when it was disovered that the presene of hy-drogen during the deomposition proess leads to the preferential ething of graphite.The �rst studies regarding the proesses involved during the CVD synthesis an beattributed to Bahmann [17℄ whih obtain the C-H-O ompositional diagram (see Fig.1.7) that bears his name. This diagram was elaborated after more over 70 depositionsyntheses by using di�erent reators and several gas mixture.

Figure 1.7: Bahmann diagram: the boundaries of the diamond growth domain in thetriangular C-H-O gas ompositionFrom these studies, some important information have been dedued. In partiular, thediamond growth happens only in a little triangular area of the C-H-O omposition, whihis slightly above the CO tie-line, regardless from the type of apparatus gases adopted.This fundamental aspet suggests that the reation between the gases is extremely rapidand also that it is the real responsible for the diamond growth.Nowadays all proesses have been optimized and it an be summarized that diamondgrowth normally requires a arbon ontaining preursor gas (usually CH4) diluted inexess of hydrogen in a typial mixing ratio of 1% vol. Also, the temperature of thesubstrate is usually higher than 700◦C. In a Hot Filament system, atomi hydrogen,produed heterogeneously by thermal deomposition of H2 on the hot �lament surfae,is responsible of some main fators for the whole hemial system [18℄:10



1. Diamond1. Although the bulk of diamond is sp3 bonded, at the surfae there are e�etivelydangling bonds whih need to be terminated in some way in order to preventross-linkage and subsequent reonstrution of the surfae to graphite: this surfaetermination, during growth, is performed by hydrogen [19, 20℄.2. Atomi hydrogen ethes graphite arbon many times faster than diamond-likearbon.3. Atomi hydrogen is an e�ient savenger of long-hain hydroarbons thus prevent-ing the build-up of polymers or large ring strutures.4. Atomi hydrogen, �nally, reats with neutral speies suh as CH4 to reate reativeradials suh as CH3
• whih an then attah to suitable surfae sites, as depitedin the sheme of Fig. 1.8.By the simple expedient of hanging the growth onditions, diamond �lms an bedeposited with properties ranging from almost graphiti to those of natural diamond.For example, the surfae morphology of the �lm depends ritially upon the variousproess onditions, espeially the gas mixing ratio.The growth rates along the di�erent rystalline faes of diamond are various and de-pend on the temperature and omposition of reation gases; so it is possible to ontrolthe degree of the orientation of the diamond rystals, by adjusting the synthesis param-eters.The α parameter (as depited in Fig. 1.9) allows to know the morphology of the rys-talline deposit if some spei� experimental onditions are satis�ed [21℄.In fat α is de�ned as the ratio between the growth rate (V) along the (100) and (111)diretion respetively:

α =
√
3V (100)/V (111)and it an be equal to 1 for the single ubi rystal, 3 for the single otaedri rystaland a value ranging between 1 and 3 for rystal with a mixed rystallographi struture.In the ase of the polyrystalline �lms, the value of α is an index of the �lm texture.Moreover Menon et al. [22℄ have de�ned the range of the methane onentrations andthe substrate temperature whih leads to formation of the prevalent rystalline form ofCVD diamond �lm.
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1. Diamond

Figure 1.8: Sheme of the proess of radial CH3
• addition on the surfae of 'diamondnulei'

Figure 1.9: Crystalline struture of diamond: the arrow indiates the major diretion ofgrowth rate. 12



1. DiamondIt is generally believed that the main growth speies in standard diamond CVD is theCH3 radial, whih adds to the diamond surfae following hydrogen abstration by Hatoms.Thus, a high onentration of atomi H at the surfae in addition to CH3 radials is aprerequisite for suessful mirorystalline diamond deposition. By inreasing the ratioof methane in the standard CH4/H2 gas mixture from 1% to 5%, the grain size of the�lms dereases, and eventually beomes of the order of hundreds down to tens of nm.Suh nanorystalline diamond (NCD) �lms (often termed auli�ower or ballas dia-mond) are smoother than the mirorystalline ones, but have larger numbers of grainboundaries that ontain substantial graphiti impurities. With further addition of CH4the �lms beome graphiti.Diamond has been nuleated and grown on diamond itself, plus a large variety of non-diamond substrates, inluding metals, semiondutors, insulators, graphite, and evenfused glass, suh as Mo, W, WC, ta, Cr, Co, Pt, Au, Al, Cu, Ni, Fe, stainless steel,NiAl, Ni3Al, FeSi2, Ti, TiN, TiC, Si, SiC, et. Among these, Si wafer is probably themost ommonly used substrate in diamond CVD.Diamond nuleation on a substrate surfae ritially depends on the, hemial natureand surfae ondition of the deposition substrate. There is usually an initial inubationperiod in diamond CVD, i.e., a delay in nuleation before individual rystallites anbe observed, followed by a delay in growth before these rystallites grow and oalesetogether to form a ontinuous �lm.Substrate pretreatment, srathing or seeding, is the most e�etive method for in-reasing surfae nuleation density and dereasing the inubation method.The simplest and useful method onsists of mehanial srathing of the surfae sub-strate with a solution ontaining diamond powders (with dimensions ranging from 10nm to 10 mirons) in a ultrasoni bath. On the other hand this method auses thedamaging the surfae in a not very reproduible way, it an be sarely saled up and itannot be used in the ase of substrate with mirometri dimensions as for the eletronidevies.Alternatively a bias-enhaned nuleation (BEN) method an be applied, whih onsistof applying a positive or negative voltage to the substrate, depending on the type ofsynthesis apparatus and experimental onditions adopted [23℄.Seeding onto the substrate surfae an be ahieved with diamond powder or non-diamond powders as well as graphite �akes et., or overing/oating substrate surfae13



1. Diamondwith arbon lusters.The e�et of substrate surfae pretreatment on diamond nuleation depends not onlyon the pretreatment methods but also on the type of substrates. Starting from theseonsiderations, in this work of thesis an innovative approah for the method of 'seeding'by using the apability of surfae-assisted self-assembling of detonation nanodiamond(DND) has been explore, in order to propose an innovative route to obtain 'shaped' CVDdiamond �lms. Moreover the synthesis of polyrystalline diamond �lms onto a patternedsubstrate with superondutive properties, as niobium nitride (NbN), was investigated.The preliminary results obtained under prede�nite experimental onditions are presentedand disussed.
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2 Carbon NanotubesCarbon nanotubes are a well-known form of arbon �lament whose struture is usuallydesribed by the rolling up of one or more graphene sheets. In the �rst ase we are inpresene of a Single Wall Carbon Nanotube (SWCNT), in the seond ase of a MultiWall Carbon Nanotube (MWCNT), as depited in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Examples of nanotubes struturesThe most apparent feature of these strutures is their high aspet ratio: their diameterranges from 0.7 to 4-5 nm (SWCNT) and it reahes some tens of nanometres in the aseof MWCNTs. Their length may reah the tens of mirons. This ideal 1D struture hasstimulated sientists to predit extraordinary physial properties.The list of the unusual physial and hemial properties of arbon nanotubes is toolong to be fully displayed here, so only a very brief report of them will be presented.Ref. [24℄ an be regarded as a good theoretial introdution to the world of arbonnanotubes.
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2. Carbon NanotubesIn this ontest it an be reminded, a number of di�erent nanotube strutures an bethought by varying the orientation of the 2D lattie of the graphene sheet with respetto the axis of the tube. Eah struture is univoally desribed by a ouple of integerindexes, named n and m, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2. They represent the two oe�ientsof the linear ombination of graphite primitive vetors desribing the so alled hiralvetors.

Figure 2.2: Graphene sheet and hiral vetor for three single wall nanotubes de�nedas:(n,m) equal to (8,2), (8,0) and (4,4).Eah di�erent ouple of indexes leads, in the energy spae, to a di�erent eletroniband arrangement; overall, the periodi boundary ondition in the radial diretion foresthe density of states to a series of 1D Van Hove singularities.The relative energy position of suh singularities di�ers from struture to struture.The value of the bandgap varies as a funtion of the indexes, as well, thus making theeletrial behaviour of the orresponding tubes ranging from semimetalli to semion-duting. In partiular, when n - m is divisible by 3, the resulting nanotube is metalli;when n - m is not divisible by 3, the orresponding tube is semionduting.Ballisti ondution in ertain onditions [24℄ has been predited, thus making nan-otubes ideal 1D onduting wires in the nanometri version of a number of eletronidevies. 16



2. Carbon NanotubesThe strong planar arbon-arbon bond inherited from graphite is basially responsiblefor
• an inredibly high Young modulus
• low self-di�usivity even at high temperatures
• hemial inertness in relatively aggressive onditions
• low thermal resistaneAmong the most popular appliations of arbon nanotubes �eld emission, for example,is one of most suitable beause of their listed features, together with the high aspetratio of suh strutures.In partiular
• their aspet ratio diretly determines their ability to amplify the applied eletri�eld: this implies that CNT length should be maximized and the diameter mini-mized;
• their hemial inertness makes them robust against ion bombardment;
• they an fae the high tensile stress due to the high applied �eld;
• beause of their high thermal ondutivity, they an sustain higher urrent thanmetalli emitters.
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2. Carbon Nanotubes2.1 Carbon nanotube synthesis and haraterizationThe omplete management of arbon nanotube synthesis represents the most hallengingtask in nanotube experimental researh. A very brief review of the state of the art onsynthesis will be provided here, mainly to list the key points.First of all, up to now, there is no synthesis tehnique apable of growing a single typeof CNT but abundane, purity, orientation and seleted positioning onto prede�niteareas of the substrates are appreiated features.A number of di�erent synthesis tehniques have been set up. They an be roughlydesribed as non equilibrium proesses in extreme onditions i.e. high temperature,gas disharges. Carbon is provided as a solid -graphite- or as a gaseous hydroarbon.SWCNT growth requires a metalli atalyst in form of lusters.The three main ategories of nanotube syntheses are:
• Laser ablation. The proess onsists of a laser-indued sublimation of a solid targetwith suessive re-ondensation of the material [25℄.
• Ar disharge. Two graphite eletrodes in a low pressure of an inert gas are involvedin an ar: evaporation from the athode is followed by deposition of material onthe anode [26℄.
• Thermal ativated, hot �lament or plasma enhaned Chemial Vapor Deposition(CVD). A arbonaeous gaseous phase is ativated by heat/heated �lament/plasmarespetively; produts of the deomposition of the gases and their onsequent on-densation on the substrate are the key points. [27℄.The �rst two methods, whih are really simply to be implemented and usually gete�etive results quite easily, produe abundant but non loalized, dusty deposits.Espeially for ar-disharge the needed set-up is really inexpensive and the searhfor the optimal experimental onditions is not so di�ult. The synthesis of SWCNTsgenerally requires a metal atalyst inserted as lusters into the solid arbon feedstok.Relative high quantity and high rystallinity of the produt make ar-disharge themost widespread synthesis tehnique for nanotube mass prodution; as a onsequene,the heapest ommerial arbon nanotubes are grown by ar disharge.As in all kinds of nanotube synthesis tehniques, a ontrolled adjustment of the exper-imental onditions may drive to a seleted kind of produt; in this regard, laser ablation18



2. Carbon Nanotubesdistinguished itself as the most promising tehnique to get a small spread of nanotubediameters.The role of CVD tehniques in the history of arbon material is ruial, therefore itrequires a more deep disussion.Over the years CVD methods have helped to unveil the fantasti diversity of arbonstrutures: a wide range of arbon strutures an be grown (from diamond, diamond-likearbon to tetrahedral amorphous arbon - named ta-C - and graphiti nanostruturessuh as nanotubes) and then properties of the strutures an be ontrolled over a largerange.CVD tehniques require more omplex and more expensive (espeially plasma en-haned CVD) set-ups than ar-disharge or laser ablation set-ups, but produe loalizeddeposits onto suitable substrates.The proess is generally atalysed by a metal pre-deposited onto the substrate as athin �lm or simply by drop asting from a solution: the most popular atalyst is Nikel,but Cobalt and Iron are also widespread. Produt quantity is generally very little,but seleted positioning of the tubes is possible by exploiting a some kind of substrateseletivity due to diret/indiret ation of the substrate itself on the atalyti ativityof the metal or by simply patterning the atalyst as a thin �lm.Orientation is generally ahieved by means of an applied bias, so that CVD representsthe most promising growth tehnique for several appliations in the eletroni �eld.Temperature is the limiting parameter in the hoie of the substrate; for example, glassis generally not a suitable substrate for most of the CVD proesses.It is worthwhile stressing that, due to the di�erent set-ups, di�erent gaseous reatants,di�erent substrates, di�erent atalyst -both in nature and in physial phase- eah syn-thesis proess is unique: the as-grown material has in general its own self-organization,struture, and as a onsequene physial and hemial properties.The optimization of synthesis parameters, the full understanding of the growth stepsand the ahievement of a fully reproduibility of the proess with prototypal CVD ap-paratuses are generally very hard tasks to be ful�lled, so that experimental researh onnanotubes is often limited by impasses of the synthesis proess.Generally speaking, the hallenge is threefold: to produe in a reproduible way �novel�arbon-based materials like nanotubes, to form self-supported or supported arbon-basedthin �lms and �nally to integrate diretly arbon nanostrutures into devies.After synthesis, diret imaging of the morphology and of the struture of the sam-19



2. Carbon Nanotubesples an be ahieved by -in order of inreasing resolution- sanning eletron mirosopy(SEM), atomi fore mirosopy (AFM) and transmission eletron mirosopy (TEM).In Fig. 2.3 a typial TEM image of CNTs is shown.

Figure 2.3: TEM images of multi wall arbon nanotubesDi�ration tehniques (X-ray di�ration and eletron di�ration tehniques, RHEEDamong the many available) have been used less extensively. Strutural information aregiven by Raman spetrosopy in the tangential mode (1300 - 1700 m−1) and radialbreathing mode region (100 - 300 m−1). Sanning tunnelling mirosopy has beenproved suessful in on�rming the unusual DOS in the energy spae. In this workSEM, RHEED and Raman have been used to haraterize the as-deposited material.Information about Raman haraterization of CNT are provided in Ref. [24℄ whileRHEED on CNTs is the subjet of Ref. [28℄.
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2. Carbon Nanotubes2.1.1 Synthesis of SWCNTs and MWCNTs with HFCVDapparatus at 'Tor Vergata' UniversityAll the syntheti routes desribed brie�y in the previous setion utilize arbon preur-sors both in solid and gaseous phase in assoiation with high temperature of reation.Di�erent strutures an be obtained depending on the experimental paramteres suh astemperature, working pressure, hemial speies nearby the reation site.Even if from the theoretial point of view the formation of the rolled-up graphenesheet is favourite proess, all the syntheses still adopted make use of metalli atalysts.Transition metals like Fe, Co, Ni and Y promote the nuleation and growth of SWCNTs.In our lab, the CNTs growth by means of HFCVD tehnique has been optimized byusing as atalyst Fe or Ni deposited on the substrate both by drop asting (a 10−5Maetone solution) and by sputtering in form of thin �lms. Moreover by seleting theexperimental onditions of synthesis and the nature of arbon preursors (methane or Cnanopowders), deposits of both MWCNTs and SWCNTs respetively an be produedwith our modi�ed HFCVD set-up (Patent M. L. Terranova, M. Rossi, V. Sessa, S.Piirillo MI98A001159 extended to PCT/E999/0347).In the following list the typial experimental parameters usually adopted for the syn-thesis of CNTs are reported:
• �lament temperature: 2100◦C±10◦C
• substrate temperature: 900◦C±10◦C
• woking pressure: 36 Torr
• typial �lament/substrate distane: 10mm
• methane/hydrogen ratio �ow varying aording to the experiments
• pre-growing step followed by the synthesisBy using methane as C preursor in presene of metal atalysts, dense bundles ofMWCNTs an be ahieved with a synthesis of 30 minutes. Conversely when C nanopow-ders are used, the length of the synthesis is strongly redued: in fat after 2 minutes wean already observe the presene of SWCNTs bundles.
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2. Carbon NanotubesThe above onditions onstitute the framework around whih all synthesis experimentswere arried out. Some parameters (�lament/substrate distane, Ar �ow, growth time)are indiated as variable in a well de�ned range.With the aim to produe homogeneous and dense deposits, a partiular are havebeen paid to the homogeneity of the atalyst dispersion on the substrate. During thesputtering deposition proess of the atalyst a strong adhesion of the Fe or Ni �lm ontothe Si substrate is guaranteed to resist to the aggressive synthesis onditions. Whateverthe atalyst deposition proess, a pre-growing step is needed.For the substrate obtained by asting, sine the ative form of the atalyst is themetalli one, a hemial redution of Fe3+into Fe0 (or Ni2+ to Ni0) must be performed;as for the sputtered layer, both a redution of the super�ial monolayers of oxide and alustering of the �lm is required.The exposure of the substrate to reative hydrogen atmosphere onstitutes an e�etiveredution treatment. Moreover, the aggressive nature of atomi H performs a some kindof bombardment, and thus of ething, leading to the lustering of the Fe or Ni �lm.Moreover, CNT seletive growth in prede�nite areas of the substrates an be alsoahieved by using lithography tehniques.
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3 Csp2 - Csp3 hybrid materialsHybrid materials represent one of the most fasinating developments in materials hem-istry in reent years. The tremendous possibilities of ombination of di�erent propertiesin one material initiated an explosion of ideas about potential materials and relatedappliations.Reent tehnologial breakthroughs and the desire for new funtions generate an enor-mous demand for novel materials.The term hybrid material, nowadays, is used for many di�erent systems spanninga wide area of di�erent materials: rystalline highly ordered oordination polymers,amorphous sol�gel ompounds, materials with and without interations between theinorgani and organi units.All these ategories de�ne a novel material haraterized by unusual properties whihare a ombination of the pristine ones belonging to the starting materials.Reent strong sienti� and tehnologial interest in nanostrutured arbon materials(nanoarbons) has been motivated by the di�erent range of physial properties exhibitedfrom these systems [5℄.Moreover the inreasing sale of devie integration in solid-state tehnology oinidingwith dereasing struture dimensions, requires the use of nanomaterials that an befabriated into net shapes [29℄.At the same time to realize the full potential of the new tehnologies, the materialitself must survive under signi�antly severe environmental onditions and with thisaim the family of arbon nanostrutures, with outstanding mehanial, hemial, andthermal properties, is ideally suited to a wide range of innovative appliations.In partiular arbon nanotubes (CNT), with sp2 hybridization, show the exeptionalproperties of high tensile strength, exellent radial elasti deformability, extreme tough-ness and unique eletroni transport properties and they have paved way for use in nextgeneration omposite materials [30℄.Whereas diamond, with sp3 hybridization and strong symmetri ovalent bonding,23



3. Hybrid Csp2 - Csp3 Materialsis by far the hardest known material. In addition, it has a low oe�ient of thermalexpansion and a high thermal ondutivity, is hemially inert, o�ering a low fritionoe�ient and exellent wear resistane and bioompatibility.It has been speulated that the synergisti ombination of arbon nanotubes andnanorystalline diamond ould give rise to materials with novel properties that ouldbe used advantageously in appliation that require a ombination of good mehanial,thermal and eletrial properties suh as wear-resistant oatings, thermal managementof integrated iruits (ICs), �eld emission devies and eletrial �eld shielding.These are only some appliations for hybrid materials and there is a plethora of systemsunder development for future appliations in various �elds.However, a synthesis pathway must be developed that would lead to the onurrentgrowth of di�erent allotropes of arbon that are ovalently bonded and organized at thenanometre-sale.A number of works have been reported on development of hybrid materials omprisingof diamond and CNT, namely the phase transformation of CNTs into diamond [2, 5, 31℄and the growth of nanosized diamond on CNTs [30, 4℄.Other reent studies have been done onerning the de�nition of the proessing param-eter window for the simultaneous growth of these two materials.Various CVD tehniques have been widely used to synthesize these two arbon materi-als. These two materials were usually synthesized separately under di�erent onditions.To synthesize diamond, the vapour, usually omposed of CH4 (0.5�2.5 vol%) highly di-luted in H2, has to be ativated by either generating a plasma or heating a �lament up tohigh temperatures (2000�3000◦C), while to synthesize arbon nanotubes, it is ustomaryto use �oating atalyst or atalyst thin �lms on substrates. So far, the growth of thesetwo materials requires substrate temperatures typially between 700◦C and 1100◦C.In partiular, in this work we demonstrate that the simultaneous synthesis of nanorys-talline diamond and arbon nanotubes to form a ovalently bonded hybrid material-ananoomposite of diamond and CNTs- an be ahieved.
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4 Experimental: growth ofCsp2-Csp3 hybrid systems andnanodiamond - based materials
4.1 HFCVD experimental apparatusThe synthesis apparatus utilized in this work onsists of a onventional HFCVD reationhamber onneted to a powders �owing system (Patent M. L. Terranova, M. Rossi, V.Sessa, S. Piirillo MI98A001159 extended to PCT/E999/0347).A sheme of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Sheme of our HFCVD apparatusThe reator is made up by a 26 m wide and 27,5 m high ylindrial stainless steelvauum hamber. It is onneted in series to a rotative pump (Triva 150 CVS), enablinga pressure of 10−3Torr, and to a water-ooled turbomoleular pump (Turbova 150 CVS),used to evauate the reator up to 10−5Torr.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsAn ensemble of �uxmeters, valves and onnetions have been set up to exploit anumber of di�erent experimental onditions. Pressure inside the reator is measuredby means of three gauges, eah of them purposely devoted to a di�erent step of theproess of evauating the system and of establishing the desired onditions of pressureand atmosphere omposition.A 0,6 mm thik Ta wire (Goodfellow, with a purity of 99,85 %), rolled up into 20 oilsto get a 1,5 mm long, rolled resistane, onstitutes the Ta �lament used to ativate thegaseous phase. The hoie of Ta is typial in HFCVD set-up: it is an inert, high-meltingmetal able to reah temperatures of more than 2000◦C by Joule heating exposed topressure of a few tens of Torr.The sample holder is ut from a sintered 60 µm thik Mo slab (99,95% purity); itstemperature is adjusted by means of a AC urrent generator and measured with a Pt/Pt-Ir thermoouple. As it is one of the key parameters in the synthesis proess, the distanebetween �lament and sample holder is monitored by an external measurement system(it is possible to mehanially intervene during growth, too).The powders ell (as desribed in the previous setion 2.1.1) is made up of a purposelyrealized glass reservoir onneted to a gas �owing system. The used arrier gas is Ar. Ametalli injetor enables the gas-driven powders to reah the inside of the reator; a Monozzle provides the powders delivery above the sample holder, just under the �lament,in the area of reation.The powder �ux an be mehanially oriented from about 10◦ to about 80◦ with respetto the plane of the sample holder while the hydrogen �ux is always perpendiular to thesample holder.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.2 Material haraterization: experimental set-upsCharaterization of the as-grown material has been arried out by means of eletronmirosopy and some strutural tehniques: Raman spetrosopy, eletron and x-raydi�ration.4.2.1 Field emission gun sanning eletron mirosope(FEG-SEM)The morphologial haraterization is arried out by means of a �eld emission gun-SEM(FEG-SEM). Our apparatus -Hitahi S-4000- enables a theoretial maximum magni�-ation of 300000x.Extration voltage is about 0-6.5 kV, aelerating voltage ranging from 0.5 to 1 kV(variable in steps of 100V) and from 10 to 30 kV (variable in steps of 1 kV). A olletorfor seondary eletrons is used. Digital image aquisition is arried out both by using, inlow resolution, a ommon video ard and by using a home-made high resolution imageaquisition software (LabView).4.2.2 Miro-Raman spetrometerRaman spetrosopy is a powerful tehnique for the qualitative and quantitative analysisof organi and/or inorgani materials. Moreover is a non-destrutive and non-invasivetehnique. This kind of analysis doesn't request any material preparation and it an beused to study material in solid, liquid and gaseous phase.Typially, the sample is illuminated with a monoromati radiation (laser beam).The laser light interats with phonons or other exitations in the system, resulting inthe energy of the laser photons being shifted up or down. The shift in energy givesinformation about the phonon modes in the system.Light from the illuminated spot is olleted with a lens and sent through a monohro-mator. Wavelengths lose to the laser line, due to elasti Rayleigh sattering, are �lteredout while the residual of the olleted light is dispersed onto a detetor. If the �nal vi-brational state of the sample is more energeti than the initial state, then the emittedphoton will be shifted to a lower frequeny in order for the total energy of the systemto remain balaned. This shift in frequeny is designated as a Stokes shift.If the �nal vibrational state is less energeti than the initial state, then the emitted27



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsphoton will be shifted to a higher frequeny, and this is designated as an Anti-Stokesshift.Usually with the term 'Raman spetrum' is onsidered the portion of the spetrumwhih ontains the Stokes lines and it is a �nger print of the sample.The apparatus used in this thesis work is a miro-Raman spetrometer. It is omposedof a multi-line horizontally-polarized .w. Argon ions laser (maximum power: 100 mW,tunable in the 3 di�erent lines of Ar+ but utilized mainly with the fundamental one of514.5 nm ) , a triple-grating (300 - 600 - 1800 gr/mm) spetrometer (iHR550 - HORIBAJOBIN YVON) oupled with a liquid-nitrogen ooled multihannel harge-oupling de-vie(CCD).The spetrometer is ideal for a variety of researh appliation, inluding: Raman spe-trosopy (max resolution: 0.6 m−1) and photoluminesene spetrosopy . The miro-stage allows one to redue the investigated area to less than 1 µm of diameter.4.2.3 Re�etion High Energy Eletron di�ration (RHEED)RHEED analysis has been performed by Prof. Maro Rossi, Dept. of Energetis, Uni-versity of Rome 'Sapienza'. The set up (AFI EM6G) is equipped with a 60 kV workingenergy, high resolution di�ratometer used in seleted area on�guration.A goniometer enables the optimization the grazing inidene angle of the eletron beamwith respet to the sample and to move the sample itself parallel to the eletron beam(i.e. to san over the sample).4.2.4 X-ray di�raion (XRD)X-ray di�ration is a haraterization tehnique regularly used to identify the di�erentphases in a polyrystalline sample. Two of its most important advantages for analysisof materials are that it is fast and non-destrutive.When the positions and intensities of the di�ration pattern are taken into aountthe pattern is unique for a single substane. The X-ray pattern is like a �ngerprint andmixtures of di�erent rystallographi phases an be easily distinguished by omparisonwith referene data.Usually eletroni databases suh as the Inorgani Crystal Struture Database (ICSD)are employed for this omparison. The major information one gets from this method is
28



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsthe rystalline omposition and the phase purity. Therefore the degree of rystallinityan be qualitatively estimated.In partiular XRD analysis has been performed in ollaboration with Dr. GiorgioCappuio at the I.N.F.N.-L.N.F. institute (Frasati). The set up was onstituted by apowder di�ratometer (SEIFERT-XRD3003) with a Bragg�Brentano geometry, employ-ing a Cu Kα soure (λ= 1.54056 Angstrom).4.2.5 Field Emission measurements (FE)Eletron emission from solids an be obtained via:
• photoemission
• thermioni emission
• �eld emission.In the �rst two ases the eletrons overome the surfae barrier by absorbing theneeded energy in the form of photons or heat: A. Enstein [32℄ and O. W. Rihardson [33℄,for photoemission and thermioni emission respetively, supplied the physial insightsand mathematial desriptions of the phenomena whih earned both of them the NobelPrize.But eletrons emission an our also by means of tunnelling through the potentialbarrier of the surfae: the phenomenon is assisted by an intense eletri �eld, so it isnamed �eld emission. The urrent generated through this proess was fully desribed inthe frame of Fowler-Nordheim theory [34℄.In the experimental work desribed in this thesis, for some samples it has been possibleto test their eletroni properties by means of a home-made �eld emission apparatus (seea sheme in Fig. 4.2).Roughly, �eld emission investigation requires the measurement of a urrent betweentwo ounterfaing eletrodes (the anode, here alled probe, and the athode, i.e. theinvestigated sample) needing a good level vauum and high voltage supply.The FE measurement set up must satisfy two mandatory requirements:1. vauum requirement: pumps, valves, gauges, onnetions;2. high voltage power supply and urrent measurement iruit.29



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

Figure 4.2: Sheme of �eld emission apparatus at the Dept. of Chemial Sienes andTehnologies, University of Rome 'Tor Vergata.Our set-up displays an optional requirement onstituted by a probe (z diretion) andsample (x, y diretions) miro-movement system.The ore of our system is a stainless steel hamber with a number of �anges to allowevauation of air, measurement of pressure, eletrial ontats, anode-athode movementsystem. The hamber is evauated by a turbo-moleular pump with a rotative pump inseries so that the lowest ahievable pressure is of the order of 10−7 mbar.The probe (anode) onsists of a steel ball, with diameter of 2.0 mm; and it an movealong the axis by means of a high resolution linear atuator, endowed with a theoretial0.059 µm resolution. The atuator is provided with a DC motor driven by a PC viaRS-232 through a ontroller whose minimum inremental step is 0.1 µm.The power supply and measurement system is omposed of a high voltage soure, apioammeter and a protetion resistor. The high voltage soure an deliver a maximumurrent of 3 mA when the maximum output voltage is limited to 3 kV (1 mA up to 8kV).The ontrol of z motion and data aquisition is performed through a purpose realizedsoftware (LabVIEW). With our apparatus it is possible to make measurements bothkeeping onstant voltage and varying anode-athode distane and keeping distane �xed30



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsand varying voltage. Current as a funtion of time an be reorded as well.Finally, the e�etive anode-athode distane is determined via the measurement ofthe anode-athode apaitane using a LCR-meter (Stanford Researh SR715 model).
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.3 Synthesis of CVD diamond from detonationnanodiamond: experimental onditionsP-doped Si(100) wafers ut in 1m x 1 m squared piees have been used as substratesfor all the syntheses shown in this setion.Diamond growth by means of CVD tehnique from detonation nanodiamond disper-sion has been arried out following the well established experimental parameters usuallyused for the synthesis of polyrystalline diamond �lms in our labs.A mixture of methane/hydrogen (1% CH4 in H2) is introdued in the reation hamberand then, when the right value of pressure is reahed, it is ativated by the tantalum�lament heated up to a temperature of 2200±10◦C.In a �rst stage, that is the nuleation step, the temperature of the substrate is maintainedostant at 650◦C for a time to allow the formation of nulei. In the next stage thetemperature of the substrate is raised up to 700◦C and maintained throughout ostantfor the entire duration of the �lm growth.As disussed in the previous setion, it should be stressed that the key step in theCVD tehnology of this kind of growth is the reation of a high onentration of thediamond nulei, by means of a seeding pre-growing step, onto the substrate and also theinrease of the nuleation rate during the synthesis.In this work of thesis, detonation nanodiamond as 'seeding material' has been usedon the silion substrate. in partiular using di�erent frations of DND olloidal aqueousdispersion, a surfae assisted self-assembly of the partiles (with typial sizes in the range4�10 nm) has been observed. As a onsequene, di�erent diamond exoti arhitetureshave been produed.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.3.1 Growth of 'shaped' polyrystalline diamond �lmsA series of di�erently shaped free-standing nanodiamond strutures has been prepared,analysed and used as templates for the growth of polyrystalline diamond layers by CVDtehnique.The starting material for these experiments was detonation nanodiamond manufa-tured by the Federal Researh and Prodution Centre 'ALTAI' (Russia), puri�ed by ox-idation and dispersed in aqueous medium.A pale-grey olloidal suspension was obtained by moderate mixing of the native dis-persion in a test-tube using soniation for 30 minutes. Slight olour hanges along thetube length indiated the presene of ompositional gradients.The self-assembly of nanodispersed diamond into a solid struture is ahieved by asolution phase method: the nanodiamond slurry, with pH of about 6, is deposited bymeans of drop asting onto the surfae of the substrate and allowed to dry at roomtemperature.A series of di�erent substrates, suh as glass plates, Si(100) and Si(111) wafers, hasbeen employed in the present experiments. Controlled amounts of the suspension weredrawn from three di�erent zones of the test-tube, i.e. bottom, middle and top.Di�erent self-assembled miro-strutures have been obtained using portions of the ol-loidal suspension taken from suh di�erent zones.In partiular, 'star-like' strutures have been produed using the suspension takenfrom the top, whereas raked 'polyhedral-like' forms were obtained from the bottomzone of the suspension, as depited in Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4. Samples obtained from themiddle zone of suspension, not shown here, exhibited intermediate shapes.The very poor adherene of the self-assembled nanodiamond to the various substratesmade possible their easy manipulation without breaking: a weak mehanial shok al-lowed us to remove the shaped deposits of DND from the substrate. A series of theseself-assembled strutures was thereafter used as templates for diamond growth by ourCVD tehnique.Moreover by miromanipulation, slies of the star-like deposits or portions of thepolyhedral deposits were transferred in the hot �lament CVD reator for the oatingproess. Some segments (see Fig. 4.5) were positioned in suh a way that their end partwas stiking out of the sample holder. A series of runs lasting 3 h was arried out usinga mixture of 1% CH4 in H2.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

Figure 4.3: Optial image of the 'star-like' DND self assembled deposit.

Figure 4.4: Optial image of the 'polyhedral-like' DND self-assembled deposit.

Figure 4.5: Optial images of self-assembled DND 'tips'.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsIt is to be noted that the features of these organized deposits are independent of thenature of the substrates and of their struture, i.e. amorphous or textured, and dependonly on the fration of the DND olloidal dispersion used.The deposits reported in the present work have been generated under the followingexperimental onditions:
• Chamber pressure: 36 Torr
• Flow rate of the CH4/H2 mixture: 2/200 sm (standard ubi entimetres perminute)
• Filament temperature: 2200±10◦C
• Substrate temperature: 650◦C during the nuleation stage and 700◦C during thegrowth proess.After the oating proess, all the samples have been haraterized and the resultsobtained are disussed in the following setion.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.3.2 Morphologial and strutural haraterizations: SEM,Raman spetrosopy, RHEED and XRDFigure 4.6 shows FEG-SEM images of portions detahed from typial deposits, trans-ferred to the sample holder of the CVD reator and submitted to the oating proess.The diamond deposit preserved the arhiteture of the pristine DND templates.

(a) (b)

() (d)Figure 4.6: FEG-SEM images of CVD diamond �lms grown on self-assembled 3D nan-odiamond strutures:(a)-(d) monolithi deposits with polyhedral and ret-angular shapes obtained from dispersion; the white arrow in (d) indiatesthe area from whih a diamond miroomponent has been removed.Moreover the preservation of the pristine geometry produes the formation of 'miro-hannels' among the polyhedral omponents of the deposit (as it an be see in Fig.
36



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.6(d)) whih ould be exploited as valid tool for the study of the emerging miro- andnanosale transport phenomena whih have appliations ranging from unmanned aerialvehiles to ink jet printing to biohemial sensing, �ltration and puri�ation proesses.The next �gures 4.7 show the typial 'tip' obtained from the star-like deposit anddetails of CVD grown diamond layers.

(a) (b)Figure 4.7: FEG-SEM images of CVD diamond �lms grown onto the tip of a free-standing slie from a star-like deposit; (b) details of the polyrystalline layeroating the tip.From the SEM images it has been possible to evaluate as the polyrystalline �lmsdeposited on the DND agglomerates were very uniform: the diamond deposition hasbeen obtained on the edges of the raks, on the faes between adjaent edges and alsoat the bottom side of the various segments.By means of Raman spetrosopy, we have obtained information on the degree ofphase purity of the CVD diamond oatings, as it an be observed in �gure 4.8, wherethe two urves are related to the the sample before (a) and after CVD diamond �lmgrowth (b).It has been found that there are not signi�ane di�erenes in the Raman spetraobtained for the two types of deposit, i.e. the star-like and the polyhedral one. For thisreason the Raman spetra reported an be onsidered representative of both the shapedDND assemblies.The results obtained on�rm a high phase purity and math with the �ndings of theexperiments performed using DND sprayed on various substrates as seeding for diamond37



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials�lm growth [35, 36℄.

Figure 4.8: Raman spetra of DND strutures (urve (a)) before CVD growth and ofCVD diamond �lm (urve (b)) grown on DND self-assembled 3D struture.The RHEED analysis of the oated deposits on�rmed the presene of the diamondphase (spae group Fd3m) for all the oated samples. In the ase of the star-like oatedsamples, the presene of di�ration ars in the experimental pattern (�gure 4.9a) evi-dened a textured struture with a preferential oriented growth towards the 〈110〉 dire-tion, as an be dedued on the basis of the indexing reported in �gure 4.9b.Considering the relationship between real and reiproal spae, the length of thedi�ration ars (i.e. the orresponding subtended angle) an be used to ahieve a quan-titative indiation about the degree of the preferred orientation.For a ubi phase, subtended angles of 90◦ and 0◦ ould be onsidered orresponding toa polyrystalline material without any preferential orientation and totally preferentiallyoriented, respetively.The degree of orientation an be onsidered as the angular aperture of the one inwhih a spei� rystallographi diretion is found for the di�erent single rystallitesforming the polyrystal. In the ase of �gure 4.9(b), that is the ase of the star-likeoatings, we determined a value of about 12.5◦±0.5◦ (orresponding to a solid angle ofabout 0.59±0.05 srad) for 〈110〉 orientation.Instead, the samples obtained from the polyhedral strutures shown a lower orienta-tion degree. These results suggested that the orientation features of the diamond layersdeposited on the nanodiamond assemblies are strongly in�uened by the strutural or-ganization of the underlying skeleton. 38



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

Figure 4.9: (a) RHEED pattern from a 〈110〉 oriented CVD diamond oating; (b) al-ulated pattern (dashed line) with indexing from the rystallographi datareported for the diamond phase in the ICDD-JCPDS database.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsFinally, the x-ray di�ration spetra taken from the unoated sample and from thesame sample oated by CVD diamond, for the star-like assembly, are reported in �gures4.10(a) and 4.10(b), respetively. Both samples give rather broad di�ration signals atabout 43.9◦ orresponding to the (111) re�etion of diamond (JCPDS ard: 6-675).

Figure 4.10: X-ray di�ration spetra from the star-like sample before (urve (a)) andafter (urve (b)) CVD diamond oating.Using the well-known Sherrer equation, from the full width half maximum (FWHM)ofthe (111) experimental re�etion we estimated a rystalline size 〈Lvol〉 of 3.5 nm and of22 nm, respetively, before and after the CVD diamond oating.Some omments must be given on the di�erenes in the self-assembly of the nanodia-mond. This DND olloidal system was extensively studied by Larionova et al [37℄: theagglomerate sizes, the dispersivity, the hemial properties and the eletrokineti poten-tial of di�erent frations of the DND dispersions have been investigated using ontrolledentrifugation and the FTIR tehnique.The data [37℄ evidened the presene of three prinipal frations: a �rst one withlarger aggregates and white�grey olour, a seond fration with medium size aggregatesand brown�blak olour, and a third with smallest aggregates and blak olour.These frations were found to di�er eah from the other not only in partile size butalso in the surfae hemial properties. In this ontest it is not surprising that fra-tions with agglomerates haraterized by di�erent sizes and moreover di�erent surfaehemistry tend to assemble in di�erent forms, suh as �bres, whiskers and dodeahedralquasirystals [38, 39℄. 40



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsThe literature results strongly suggest that the driving fore for the self-assembly ofnanodispersed diamond in a liquid phase is a supramoleular mehanism indued bythe dipole moment of the nanosized aggregates. In the ase of the formation of DNDstrutures onto a substrate, as in the present experiments, it must be onsidered also asurfae assisted mehanism, aording to the results reported in [40, 41℄, that helps inpromoting the ooperative interation between DND building bloks.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.4 Synthesis of diamond �lms on patterned NbN/Sisubstrate: experimental onditionsThe NbN substrate were realized at the Dept. of Physis, University of Rome Tor Ver-gata. The NbN layers have been deposited by DC-RF Magnetron sputtering by meansof ontrolled experimental parameters on silion ommerial wafers. The NbN �lm are400 nm thik. In order to ompare the diamond growth proess on NbN and Si surfae,we have produed patterned substrate by masking a seleted area of Si substrate duringthe NbN deposition. With the aim to study the kineti of the CVD diamond growthon the NbN substrate and to evaluate the ideal experimental onditions to obtain poly-rystalline �lms with good morphologial and strutural properties, we have performed4 runs of CVD diamond synthesis by using the experimental parameters listed in thefollowing:
• �lament temperature: 2100±10◦C;.
• substrate temperature: 650◦C±10◦C;
• typial �lament/substrate distane: 10mm;
• H2 �ow: 198 sm;
• CH4 �ow: 2 sm;
• synthesis time: 10 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour and 3 hours.
• No seeding pretreatment onto any sample.We preferred to �x the synthesis onditions and vary the time of growth rather thanthe opposite beause temperature, distane between �lament and substrate have alreadyproved suessful for all previous synthesis experiments.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.4.1 Morphologial and strutural haraterizations: preliminaryresultsBy the SEM analysis of the samples grown with di�erent synthesis times, we ouldinvestigate the growth evolution of the nanorystalline diamond frame-to-frame. Forevery sample we reported the morphology both of the NbN oated Si part and of thebare Si one in order to estimate if there were di�erenes in the diamond growth ontothe two parts of substrate.From Fig. 4.11 the morphology of the deposit grown for 10 minutes on the NbNsurfae an be observed. The information gathered from this analysis, at very beginning,highlights a number of interesting features.For omparison we reported in the following the SEM analysis of the diamond depositsynthesised on bare Si substrate (see Fig. 4.12).As it an be observed, in the ase of diamond deposited on the NbN surfae, theSEM images showed a large area oated by diamond nanorystals, most of them tendingto oalese to form nanodiamond hains. Moreover a good rystallographi qualityis evidened in the higher magni�ations images in whih, although there were somedi�ulties beause of the the strong insulator behaviour of the rystals, we an reognizepronouned edges (see Fig. 4.13).In Fig. 4.12 , it an be observed as also the Si surfae appeared oated by diamondnanorystals but the sarity of the deposit, let us to suppose that the absene of theNbN layer lead to a slower nuleation rate and growth. In fat, from the Fig. 4.11(b)and Fig. 4.12(b), we have estimated the average density of nulei whih overed an areaof about 100 µm2 on both the substrate, obtaining a value of 0.3 nulei/µm2 and 0.6nulei/µm2 for Si and NbN surfae respetively.After 1 hour of CVD deposition, the morphology and rystallographi habit of thediamond rystals appeared more de�ned and also an estimation of the average dimensionsould be obtained, as depited from the detail of in Fig. 4.14.The results obtained after 3 hours of diamond deposition on NbN surfae and Si are�nally showed in Fig. 4.15 respetively.As it an be notied, for longer time of synthesis we do not obtain a homogeneousand ontinuous �lm but the in�uene of NbN layer for the rate of diamond growth isstrongly evident, learly depited from the density and quality of the diamond depositsprodued. 43



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)

()Figure 4.11: (a) FEG-SEM images of early stage of the diamond growth (after 10 min.)onto the NbN surfae; (b)-() higher magni�ations with details of thedeposit. 44



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)

()Figure 4.12: (a) FEG-SEM images of early stage of the diamond growth (after 10 min.)onto the silion substrate; (b)-() higher magni�ations with details of thedeposit. 45



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a) (b)

() (d)Figure 4.13: FEG-SEM images of the diamond growth after 30 min.: (a)-() onto theNbN and (b)-(d) on Si substrate.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)Figure 4.14: FE-SEM images of the diamond growth after 1 hours: details from (a) theNbN substrate; (b) bare Si.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)Figure 4.15: FEG-SEM images of the diamond growth after 3 hours: (a)onto the NbNoated Si substrate; (b) on bare Si.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsSummarizing, from short time of synthesis (10 minutes) we have evaluated the densityof the diamond nulei produed onto the two di�erent substrates (NbN and Si) withoutany seeding proess on them. The higher density of diamond rystals present on theNbN oated substrate than on the bare silion one suggests that diamond has NbN aspreferential substrate. This is tradued in a higher number of 'nulei' produed on NbN.At the same, with longer time of deposition (from 30 minutes to 3 hours at least) wewere able to evidene the sizes and shape of the diamond rystals, whih ranged fromfew hundreds of nm to about 1 miron.An important experimental aspet that we ould observe is related to the resistaneof NbN layer to the bad e�et of hydrogen plasma ething exploited from the surfaeduring the entire synthesis proess. The behaviour of NbN in drasti onditions plays afundamental role in the view to produe material for eletroni appliations.To exploit and on�rm the survival of the NbN layer onto the silion substrate afterdiamond growth, XRD measurements and Raman spetra have been olleted for all thesamples produed. In the following (Fig. 4.16) we reported a Raman spetrum whihan be onsidered representative of all the sample obtained. It learly shows the indexedRaman peak of diamond entred at 1337 m−1 (vs the value of 1332 m−1 from theliterature), while the presene of NbN annot be deteted with this tehnique and forthis reason we have performed x-ray analysis.

Figure 4.16: Raman spetrum of diamond deposit on the NbN substrate.In the following we show the results obtained from XRD analysis in terms of evolutionof the NbN layer during the 4 synthesis runs (see Fig. 4.17).49



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)

()Figure 4.17: XRD spetrum of: (a) NbN/Si substrate before CVD growth; (b) inset withNbN re�etions; () NbN/Si substrate after the synthesis runs.50



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsFirst of all, as it an be observed from Fig. 4.17(a), we have olleted the XRDspetrum for the pristine NbN oated Si substrate in order to evaluate the presene ofthe NbN layer and to study the rystallographi features of the oating.As it an be observed, the strong signal entred at 2theta value around 69◦ is the wellknown re�etion (400) of the perfet rystalline Si substrate (JCPDS ard: 27-1402) butit overed the re�etions attributable to NbN layer.For this main reason we have performed the other XRD measurements by using a 'thetasan' (or a quasi-grazing inidene di�ration - GID) whih onsisted of �xing theta atthe value of 5◦ (vs the substrate) and sanning the 2theta values in a prede�nite range.In partiular all the spetra related to the samples prepared in the 4 synthesis runshave been olleted in the range from 30◦ to 45◦ beause the two main re�etions forubi NbN (JCPDS: 38-1155) are entred at the 2 theta values of 35.36◦ for (111) and41.07 for (200) respetively.The �gure 4.17() showed the data obtained under the experimental onditions re-ported above and from the omparison of all the spetra registered we an on�rm thatthe drasti onditions generated during the CVD growth (aused by high T and thestrong onentration of hydrogen) didn't modify substantially the harateristis of theNbN layer whih seems to remain unaltered.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.5 Synthesis of diamond �lms on multi�ngerSi/SiO2/NbN devieStarting from the previous results, we have arried out CVD diamond synthesis ontoa patterned substrate onstituted of a Si/SiO2/NbN interdigitated eletrodes of a mul-ti�nger devie. The experimental parameters adopted were the ones optimized in theprevious experiments and are listed below:
• �lament temperature: 2100◦C±10◦C;
• substrate temperature: 700◦C±10◦C;
• working pressure: 36 Torr;
• CH4 �ow: 2 sm;
• H2 �ow: 200 sm;
• synthesis time: 1 hour
• pretreatment of substrate by means of aetone solution of mirometri diamondpowders.In the following the FEG-SEM analysis is reported, Fig. 4.18.The SEM analysis revealed that after 1 hour of synthesis, we obtained a 'quasi-ontinuous' polyrystalline diamond �lm whih highlighted the atalyti e�et of NbNlayer. Partiularly interesting is the fat that diamond preferentially grows on the NbNtemplate than the bare SiO2 leading therefore to the prodution of a patterned deposit.This seletive diamond deposition ould have useful impliations in the integration ofdiamond in advaned devies.The good quality of the rystals obtained are evidened in Fig. 4.18(b) whereas theRaman analysis did not reveal any partiular di�erene in the diamond struture ofdi�erent areas of the sample.As representative of all the olleted data, Fig. 4.19 shows the Raman spetrum ofthe deposit.As indexed in the �gure, the sharp peak entred at 1339 m−1 is attributed to thewell known peak of diamond (from literature 1332 m−1) while the broad band around52



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)Figure 4.18: FEG-SEM images of the diamond growth after on a Si/SiO2/NbN multi-�nger devie: (a) general view; (b) details of the deposit.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

Figure 4.19: Raman spetrum of diamond deposit on the multi�nger Si/SiO2/NbNdevie1600 m−1 and the luminesene one are generally attributed to the defets (in form ofCsp2) present in the diamond deposit.The Raman spetrosopy was also widely used to study and analyse the residual stresswithin the CVD �lms. Stritly the Raman line shape is sensitive to the environment ofthe probed atoms and therefore indiative of loal strain.In the elasti regime, the strain of a free-standing rystal an be related to the appliedstress by ertain elasti ompliane onstants. In partiular a Raman line shifts to higherand lower frequeny under ompressive and tensile stresses respetively.The residual stress results from the sum of thermal strains, epitaxial strains, and thegrowth strains [42℄.In our ase the epitaxial strains are negligible. The thermal strain (σthermal) derivefrom the di�erent thermal expansion oe�ient of diamond and substrate and an bealulated by means of a general equation from [43℄ reported in the following:
σthermal =

E

1− ν

∫
(αf − αs)dT (4.1)(integrating between 20◦C and the growth temperature T).In this equation E is the Young's modulus, 1050 GPa (for polyrystalline CVD dia-mond), αf and αs are the thermal expansion oe�ients of the �lm and the substraterespetively, ν is the Poisson ratio of the �lm (0.07 for CVD polyrystalline diamond)and T the growth temperature (in our ase equal to 700◦C).54



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsAnother soure of stress ould be due to the growth strain, i.e. a density hargeduring the �lm growth. For diamond grown by CVD, ommon growth strains mayinlude graphite inlusions, hydrogen lusters and voids. The stress indued by growthstrain is often alled 'intrinsi' stress [44, 45℄.Using the shift of the position of Raman diamond peak is possible to alulate themagnitude of residual stress in CVD diamond �lms. In partiular for polyristallineCVD diamond �lms the equation from [43℄ is:
τ = −1.08GPa/cm−1(νexp − νteo) (4.2)By applying Lorentzian �tting for the deonvolution of the diamond Raman peak fromspetra olleted in ten di�erent points of the sample both on the NbN layer and on thesilion oxide, we obtained average value of 1341.06±0.78m−1 for diamond onto NbNsubstrate and 1339.37±0.64m−1 for diamond on silion oxide.By using the equation 4.1 and equation 4.2 reported above and the referene data forCVD polyrystalline diamond and silion oxide, we obtained the results showed in thefollowing table:

Figure 4.20: Stress value obtained for the CVD diamond polyristalline �lms on NbNand SiO2Note that for polyrystalline CVD diamond we used αf of 0.8·10−6K−1, while for αsvalue we used 10·10−6K−1 for NbN layer and 0.5·10−6K−1 for silion oxide respetively.As an be evaluate from the values reported in the table, the total stress estimated forthe polyrystalline diamond grown both on NbN and on SiO2 do not show a signi�antdi�erene. At the same time it ould be notied that the thermal omponent has a largein�uene in the ase of diamond grown onto the NbN layer and this result re�ets thedisrepany in the value of thermal expansion oe�ient between the two substratesused.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsIn the ase of diamond grown on silion oxide we an observed the opposite behaviour,as expeted from its value of thermal expansion oe�ient. Conluding, probably thediamond grown on the NbN substrate is more a�eted from thermal stresses althoughmore stable mehanially, if ompared to its analogous grown on SiO2.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials4.6 Synthesis of hybrid Csp2-Csp3 materials:synthesis strategy and experimental resultsAs desribed in the hapter 2 by the use of C nanopowders or methane as perursorswithin the right value of pressure, temperature and atalyst, SWCNTs or MWCNTsan be produed with our HFCVD apparatus. Moreover thanks to the versatility ofour set-up, in a previous work [4℄, an one step synthesis approah has been arried outas a valid experimental route to produe ordered arrays of rigid nanotubes oated bydiamond nanorystallites.In this setion, alternative experimental routes with the same purpose of produinghybrid systems onstituted by ovalent bonded nanorystalline diamond onto CNTsare presented. In partiular the strategies investigated, provided the study and theappliation of experimental parameters usually adopted for the CVD growth of CNTsand diamond in a sort of 'mixed way'. It means that:1. in the �rst experiment the synthesis typial onditions for diamond growth (i.eCH4 at 1% diluted in H2) are used in presene, at the same time, of metal atalystand high substrate temperature (T=900◦C);2. in the seond the CNTs growth parameters (i.e. CH4/H2 �ow rate of 10/100sm)are adopted in absene of the atalyst and with low substrate temperature (T=700◦C,t=3 hours);3. a third alternative preparation route of hybrid CNT/nanodiamond strutures isexplored: it onsists of using as template for the CVD diamond growth, SWCNTsgrown by HFCVD (from C nanopowders) and ase ommerial SWCNTs (this lastmaterial ould be suitable to be saled up and adapted to the requirements ofeletroni industries) respetively.After the syntheses, the samples have been haraterized by means of eletron my-rosopy, Raman spetrosopy, eletron di�ration (RHEED) for what onerns thestrutural and morphologial aspets while by means of our �eld emission apparatusa funtional haraterizations has also been performed.By the SEM analysis of the samples grown with di�erent synthesis times under the�rst ondition listed above, we investigated the growth evolution of the nanostruturesframe-to-frame and the ratio between the two omponents of Csp2 and Csp3.57



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsIn Fig. 4.22 we an see as from the very beginning 'sheet-like' nanostrutures appeareduntil after 30 minutes of growth a dense deposit of randomly distributed nanostruturesan be evidened.The Raman spetrum is reported in Fig. 4.21.

Figure 4.21: Raman spetrum of 'sheet-like' graphite deposit.From the spetrum analysis it has been possible to obtain some information relatedto the hemial speies present on the samples in terms of hybridization state of arbon.The Raman signals present in the spetrum are usually attributed to nanosized graphiteand in partiular:1. the two peaks in the range between 1200 and 1600 m−1 are usually assignedto D (it is related to the presene of defets) and G (rystalline graphite) bandsrespetively for graphite based materials with nanometri dimensions [46, 47℄;2. the peak around 2700 m−1 is attributed to the seond order signal of the G band.In the seond type of experiment again a single step growth of CNT/nanodiamondhybrid was performed and from the SEM analysis, the presene of 'ball-like' deposit hasbeen observed (Fig. 4.23).In some points it an be seen as the strutures tend to oalese and for high magni�a-tions, the presene of nanometri material on the surfae of the 'ball' an be evidened.This is usually related usually to a diamond synthesis growth in exess of arbon versushydrogen. 58



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)

()Figure 4.22: SEM images of the 'sheet-like' graphite after: (a) 5 min., (b) 15 min., ()30 min. of growth. 59



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)

()Figure 4.23: SEM images of the 'ball-like' deposit: (a) general view, (b)-() details ofthe deposit. 60



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

Figure 4.24: Raman spetrum of diamond 'ball-like' depositFrom the Raman analysis (see Fig. 4.24) we an estimate the presene both of theCsp2 and Csp3 amount sine all the olleted data showed the diamond peak (entredat 1332 m−1) and the graphite peak (entred at 1582 m−1). Moreover the presene ofa broad signal in the range of the graphite peak gives information about the presene ofsp2 hybridized arbon.In onluding, from the preliminary results obtained with these two synthesis ap-proahes we found that by using the synthesis onditions for the diamond growth butin presene of the metal atalyst and high substrate temperature, the deposit obtainedwas onstituted mainly of Csp2 strutures with a high defet degree (as on�rmed byRaman spetrum also) and with 'sheet-like' strutures. On the other hand by using thetypial CNTs growth onditions in absene of metal atalyst and with a low substratetemperature, a diamond ball-like deposit was produed, on�rming that none of the twoprevious steps exploited are able to produe CNT/nanodiamond hybrids.As onsequene of these results the CNTs has been used as template for the CVDdiamond growth. In SEM images of Fig. 4.25 we an observe as the diamond growthproeeds onto a SWCNTs deposit (previously synthesised) from 30 minutes to 3 hours.At least after a 3 hours deposition a more dense deposit onstituted by larger diamondnanorystals attahed to some CNTs bundles has been evidened (see Fig. 4.26). How-ever beause of the inhomogeneity of the sample,a signi�ative Raman analysis annotbe performed.The information gathered from the SEM analysis highlights a number of interesting
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)Figure 4.25: FEG-SEM image of diamond nanorystals grown on SWCNT bundles:(a)pristine deposit; (b) after 30 minutes.
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)

()Figure 4.26: FEG-SEM image of diamond nanorystals grown on SWCNT bundles:(a)after 1 hour; (b)-() after 3 hours.63



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsfeatures. For example, it is lear the presene of the hybrid system onstituted by theCNTs and nanorystalline diamonds. First of all it an be notied as:
• the experimental onditions adopted lead to a high growth rate produing a depositharaterized by thin SWCNTs bundles, from the Fig. 4.25(a);
• the presene of the rystals with nanometri dimensions loated most of all onsurfae of some CNTs bundles (Fig. 4.25(b));
• �nally, in Fig. 4.26(a), it an be observed a large area of CNTs deposit oated bydiamond rystals with well shaped faets and with dimensions under 500 nm.In alternative, the oating by CVD of ommerial single wall arbon nanotubes withrystalline diamond nanopartiles was performed. In this experimental route, SWCNTsfrom Cheap Tubes In. (diameters in the range 1�2 nm, lengths in the range of 10�30 µm)have been used. The nanotube layers were deposited on Si(100) plates by drop astingof dispersions prepared adding 2 mg of the puri�ed material to 25 ml of methanol.The oating of the SWCNT deposits by diamond was arried out in our HFCVDreator, where the gaseous phase is ativated by the Ta wire kept at 2200±10◦C. Thereatant used was a mixture of 1% CH4 diluted in H2. The main parameters for thesynthesis runs were:
• gas �ow: 200 sm
• substrate temperature: 630±5◦C
• working pressure: 36 Torr
• the runs lasted from 5 up to 30 minutes.Charaterization of these samples before and after the oating proess has been arriedout by FEG-SEM, by Raman spetrosopy and by RHEED.The FEG-SEM image of a representative sample obtained by a 30 min lasting CVDrun is shown in Fig. 4.27. The SWCNT bundles, entangled, and randomly positionedalong the Si (100) substrate, appear uniformly oated by a nanorystalline deposit.The RHEED pattern, the indexing and interplanar spaings obtained (Fig. 4.28) arein a nearly ideal agreement with the referene data for Fd3m diamond phase (ICCDDatabase PDF:06�0675; CDF:037638). 64



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

(a)

(b)Figure 4.27: FEG-SEM image of SWCNT bundles distributed over the substrate surfaeafter a 30-min CVD treatment (a) and a higher magni�ation image of thesame deposit (b).
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

Figure 4.28: (a) RHEED pattern of samples obtained from a deposition proess.(b) In-dexing (dhkl) and interplanar distanes (dhklorresponding to the various rings, as labeled in the pattern.It is worth notiing the absene of the ring orresponding to the forbidden di�ration(220) that usually haraterizes the di�ration patterns of polyrystalline diamond ma-terials [48℄. It an be explained with a double di�ration phenomenon, the ourring ofwhih requires rystalline grains relatively large (at least some tens of nm).In our ase, the extremely redued sizes of our diamond rystallites (typially, of theorder of 10 nm or less, aording to SEM images reported in Fig. 4.27) probably inhibitthe double di�ration e�et.Raman spetra of the sample reorded before and after the diamond deposition ex-hibited very similar features both in the radial breath modes (RBM) region and in theD and G bands region, suggesting that the CVD proess did not modify the SWCNTstruture, as it an be observed in Fig. 4.29.The Raman signal of the nanodiamond phase was not deteted, likely beause of thesurfae hydrogenation of the CVD-grown diamond [49℄.As the urrent fous of this researh is on integrating these hybrid materials into awide range of appliation �elds, among them �eld emission based devies is the mostappealing nowadays, a funtional haraterization, as �eld emission athodes, has beentested for the as synthesised material.The fat that the diamond surfaes do not adsorb hemial speies makes it possibleto use the emitters without the need of the initial 'onditioning' proedure, onsistingin omplex outgassing steps, as required in the ase of unoated CNTs [50, 51℄.Moreover, it has been reently demonstrated [48℄ that in ase of nanodiamond �lmsthe unavoidable nondiamond arbon ontents is the key fator to permit an easy eletron66



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

Figure 4.29: Raman spetrum of the CNT bundles before (a) and after the oating pro-ess (b).ondution from bak to front surfae.The FE measurements have been arried out at room temperature and working pres-sure of 10−8 mbar, using as anode a Mo sphere with a diameter of 1.00±0.05 mm. Allthe samples have been tested at a �xed anode-athode distane of 200 µm, determinedby a apaitive approah using an LRC meter (Stanford Researh SR715 model).The FE data obtained in a sphere to plane diode geometry were analysed in the frameof Fowler-Nordheim model [34℄ using the same analytial approah desribed in ref 21.Previous works, related to the proess of �eld emission from CNT-based athodes,have stressed the need of a preonditioning step, arried out by the appliation of amoderate eletri �eld, to stabilize the emission [51, 50℄.The outgassing of loosely bound adsorbates from the emitters surfaes and the rear-rangements of the strongly bound ones in a stable energeti on�guration onur rea-sonably well to stabilize the struture of the emitters, the work funtion (φvalue) andonsequently the emission properties [52℄.Conversely, in the ase of the nanodiamond/SWCNT systems, many I/V sweeps per-formed during the data aquisition sessions have evidened a stable and reproduibleurrent emission, even from the very beginning, without the need of any preonditioningproedure.In Fig. 4.30, we show the trend of the emitted urrent versus time at 1000, 1500, and1800 V onstant voltages. In our prolonged (up to 24 h) emission sessions, di�erently
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsfrom other experiments [51, 50℄ no relevant disharges or spikes due to emitted adsorbateshave been produed and the emitted urrent remained onstant and stable over time.

Figure 4.30: Test of stability of urrent emission vs time at three di�erent values ofapplied voltage: 800, 1000, and 1200 V.Figure 4.31 shows the emitted urrents as a funtion of the applied voltage in therange 400�1300 V with an inremental step of 50V for three onseutive experimentalruns. Even after several voltage sweeps the I-V urves did not show a relevant drift.From the reorded data, the turn-on �eld is 1.7 V/µm. From experimental data, usingthe analytial approah desribed in [53℄ the urrent density J (at E =6.2 V/µm) was6 mA/m2, being the geometrial enhanement fator β about 1500.The emission features of the nanotube/nanodiamond material ould be rationalized,at a �rst level of approximation, by onsidering an emission model fundamentally basedon the presene of a layered system haraterized by a Csp2-Csp3 interfae and by asurfae-vauum border [54℄.In the framework of suh a model the eletrons, originated in the sp2 arbon, areexpeted to tunnel from the CNT emitters into the ondution band of diamond and tobe drifted over the H-terminated diamond surfae, with low or negative eletron a�nity,to the vauum level.The emission would result therefore strongly a�eted by band bending ausing a moree�ient tunnelling and a lowering of the work funtion. With respet to the dieletrimaterials, diamond is expeted to give the best results [55℄. However, our FE resultsrevealed only a little variation of the emitting properties in omparison with the typial68



4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materials

Figure 4.31: Emitted urrent vs applied voltage measured during three runs from thenanodiamond-oated SWCNT. In the inset plots of the Fowler�Nordheimtype are shown.unoated nanotube samples prepared following the same methodology.This seems to indiate only a 'passive e�et' of diamond oating on nanotubes. Infat the improvement of emission properties, due to the presene of wide band gapmaterials (WBGMs) as in the ase of rystals of nanodiamond, is strongly related to theoptimization of oating thikness. In partiular, in our ase the oating is not in formof uniform layer but in form of nanometri partiles and, as a onsequene, the emissionproperties depend on their shape, dimension, and texturing.Moreover the presene of nondiamond arbon speies, mainly loated at the grainboundaries of the nanorystalline deposit ould mask the improving role of nanodiamondoating reating eletron traps [56℄. In fat the eletrons, originating from CNT bundles,ould tunnel through both diamond nanorystals and grain boundaries onsisting of sp2arbon phases.In partiular, the grain boundaries an in�uene the emission properties of miro enanostrutured diamond �lms. For these systems the grains boundaries an be desribedas a triple juntion (diamond-graphite-vauum). Here the emission may be failitated,beause the eletrons emitted from the graphite loated at the grain boundary exper-iment a diamond work funtion whose values, in the ase of hydrogenated diamondsurfae, range between 4.2 and 3 eV [57, 58℄.This improving e�et is true only for ontrolled graphite amount in the �lm (lower
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4. Experimental: growth of nanodiamond based systems and hybrid materialsthan 80%) and when the graphite grains sizes are less than 4 nm. For a quasi totalgraphite �lm or for larger graphite pathes (grains sizes >4 nm) on surfae, the workfuntion value pratially lashes with the graphite one.
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5 ConlusionsThis three year work dealt with the synthesis and haraterizations of nanodiamond-based materials and hybrid Csp2-Csp3 systems.The task to assemble three-dimensional networks of losely paked diamond nanograinswith prede�ned shapes, and to use them as substrates for diamond CVD, has been faedaiming at the sienti� �ndings but also at the development of prodution tehnologiesfor diamond-on-diamond devies. With this aim, in partiular in a �rst part of the exper-imental work we have optimized the synthesis onditions to obtain CVD polyrystallinediamond �lms by using a olloid of detonation nanodiamonds partiles whih showed aninteresting surfae-assisted self-assembling proess.We have produed 'shaped' polyrystalline diamond �lms with exoti arhitetures as'star-like'or polyhedral strutures and self-standing mirometri tips. From the stru-tural haraterizations it has been possible to evaluate a good rystallographi quality(by means of Raman spetrosopy, x-ray and eletron di�ration) and the presene of apreferred orientation of growth for the CVD diamond oating in funtion of the olloidfration used for the seeding proess on the substrate.The use of DND aggregates oupled with CVD-grown diamond layers represents away in whih diamond omponents an be fabriated into net shapes for MEMS/NEMSappliations, tip arrays or juntions for eletroni devies. The results obtained havebeen disussed in Ref. [59℄Until now, diamond has been nuleated and grown on diamond itself, plus a large va-riety of non-diamond substrates, inluding metals, semiondutors, insulators, graphite,and even fused glass. But diamond nuleation on the substrate surfae ritially dependson the, hemial nature and surfae ondition of the deposition substrate.Starting from these onsiderations, in this work of thesis the CVD synthesis of poly-rystalline diamond �lms onto an innovative substrate with superondutive properties,as niobium nitride (NbN), has been investigated. In partiular we have studied theatalyti e�et deriving from the nature of surfae substrate on the diamond growth71



5. Conlusionsby performing CVD syntheses on patterned NbN/Si substrate without any substratepretreatment and for di�erent runs of deposition.From the preliminary results obtained under prede�nite experimental onditions wehave observed, from the early step of synthesis (after 10 minutes), that there is theformation of a larger number of nulei on the NbN surfae than on the Si substrate (thenulei density value alulated for NbN substrate is approximatively twie that for Sisubstrate). Moreover the growth rate of diamond on NbN surfae is higher than on theSi substrate.At the same time, we have also evidened as the NbN layer endured under the drastionditions of synthesis (strong H2 ething proess), by XRD measurements and this lastresult is of great importane under a possible future appliation of diamond �lms onNbN within eletroni devies.Starting from these results we have arried out CVD diamond synthesis onto a pat-terned substrate made as a Si/SiO2/NbN interdigitated eletrodes of a multi�nger devie.From the deposit produed after, at lest, 1 hour of CVD synthesis we have observed,from SEM haraterizations, that diamond growth is faster along the NbN patternedeletrodes than on the SiO2 areas. Moreover the polyrystalline �lms are omposed ofgrains with well de�ned shape.More reently, an important task is represented by the study of the bene�ts obtainedby the integration of di�erent nanosized arbon forms to produe novel hybrid Csp2-Csp3 systems. These systems, omposed by CNT and diamond, an be expeted to haveunique mehanial properties, exellent eletrial and thermal ondutivities and �eldemission harateristis omparable to or better than pure diamond and CNTs.With this aim, an important part of this work reported the preliminary results ob-tained with a one-step synthesis, by means of the CVD tehnique, of CNTs/nanodiamondsystems and their strutural, morphologial and funtional haraterizations. Already ina previous work [4℄, our group employing a modi�ed HFCVD set-up apable of deliveringnanoarbon partiles to the reation region, used Si samples pre-oated with submironFe lusters to obtain nanorystalline diamond oated bundles of CNTs. In partiularthese strategies provided the study and appliation of experimental parameters usuallyadopted for the CVD growth of CNTs and diamond in a sort of 'mixed way'.Partiularly, the experimental line followed dealt with a �rst step in whih we haveused the typial synthesis onditions for diamond growth in presene, at the same time,of metal atalyst and high substrate temperature while in the seond the CNTs growth72



5. Conlusionsparameters have been adopted in absene of the atalyst and with low substrate tem-perature.From the preliminary results obtained with these two synthesis approahes we haveon�rmed that by using the synthesis onditions for the diamond growth but in preseneof the metal atalyst and high substrate temperature, the deposit obtained was formedmainly from Csp2 strutures with a high defet degree (as on�rmed by Raman spetrumalso) whih produe sheet-like strutures. On the other hand by using the typial CNTsgrowth onditions in absene of metal atalyst and with a low substrate temperature adiamond ball-like deposit was produed, on�rming that none of the two previous stepsexploited are able to produe CNT/nanodiamond hybrids.As onsequene of these results the next CVD growths have been arried out usingCNTs as template for the CVD diamond growth. In partiular in a �rst ase we havepreliminarily synthesized SWCNTs with our HFCVD apparatus and then applied theonditions to nuleate and grow diamond onto the CNT template for run from 30 min-utes to 3 hours. From the SEM images, it is lear the presene of the hybrid systemonstituted by the CNTs and nanorystalline diamonds. Moreover the presene of therystals with nanometri dimensions loated most of all on surfae of some CNTs bundlesand a large area of CNTs deposit oated by diamond rystals with well shaped faetsand with dimensions under 500 nm an be evidened.In alternative, in this ontest we have explored another preparation route of hybridCNT/nanodiamond strutures, suitable to be saled up and adapted to the requirementsof eletroni industries. The oating by CVD of ommerial single wall arbon nanotubeswith rystalline diamond nanopartiles have been reported. For further information seeRef. [60℄.The samples produed have been analysed by means of morphologial-strutural teh-niques (SEM, Raman spetrosopy, RHEED) and also tested as �eld emission old ath-ode with our FE apparatus. The results obtained on�rmed the presene of nanorys-talline diamond on the side wall of the SWCNTs. Moreover if we ompared the theoating obtained with these last onditions and those reported above we an supposethat the deoration of ommerial CNTs follows a sort of instantaneous nuleation (inwhih all the nulei are produed and then ready to grow).Instead in the ase of diamond on CNTs prepared in our laboratory, the growth followsa sort of 'progressive nuleation' (in whih a progressive formation of nulei is observedand then inreased). This fat may be rationalized by onsidering the di�erenes in73



5. Conlusionsdefetivity of the two kind of CNTs and it is a lear indiation of the fundamental roleplayed by the struture of arbon surfaes in the proess of diamond synthesis.From the applied point of view, we have addressed the task of realizing e�ient androbust SWCNT-based old athodes produed by depositing nanorystalline diamondon bundles mats of SWCNT that, after the oating proess, still retain their pristinestruture. Di�erently from the unoated CNTs and from other nanoarbons, no ondi-tioning proedures are needed at the beginning of the proess in order to stabilize theemission. This last harateristis is a key point for appliations that require short timeresponse of the emitter.Overall the good emission behaviour, oupled with the relevant mehanial resistaneand the hemial properties onferred by the outermost diamond oating, makes the oldathodes assembled with SWCNT/nanodiamond suitable for appliations in harsh andradiation hard environments. Envisaged appliations for suh robust eletron souresinlude industrial welders and spae operations (thrusters, tethers), but also the use asinjetors in plasma reators and eletronylotron-resonane ion soures.
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